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a b s t r a c t

The broadband noise can be dominant or important for total characteristics for marine propeller noise
representing the minimum base of self-noise. Accurate prediction of such noise is crucial for survivability
of underwater military vessels. While the FW-H Formulation 1B can be used to predict broadband
trailing edge noise, the method required experiment measurements of surface pressure correlations,
showing its limitations in generality. Therefore, in this study, the methods are developed to utilize wall
pressure spectrum models to overcome those limitations. Chase model is adopted to represent surface
pressure along with the developed formulations to reproduce pressure statistics. Newly developed
method is validated with the experiments of airfoils at different velocities. Thereafter, with its feasibility
and generality, the procedure incorporating computational fluid dynamics is established and performed
for a propeller behind submarine hull. The results are compared with the experiments conducted at
Large Cavitation Tunnel, thus showing its usability and robustness.
© 2021 The Society of Naval Architects of Korea. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open

access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The noise generated by marine propeller is of critical interest as
it is related to the stealth performance of underwater vessels,
especially for survivability of military vehicles. Marine propeller
noise can be classified by their physical sound sources as cavitation
and non-cavitating noise. While the cavitation noise often domi-
nates overall noise for commercial ships and surface vessels, sub-
marines and torpedoes are usually operated in deep ocean to avoid
cavitation (Choi et al., 2019). Since several studies have been con-
ducted to reduce cavitation, as well as on the usage of Pump-jet
propulsion systems to minimize inception of cavitation, studies
on the non-cavitation noise is studied to assess stealth performance
as a minimum base of the radiated noise.
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The non-cavitation noise can further be classified into discrete
and broadband noise by its generation mechanisms and frequency
characteristics. The former is due to the cyclic motion of blades in
the rotation, and the latter is associated with the turbulence fluc-
tuations in the flow. The broadband noise can be dominant or
important for total characteristics of the radiated noise for a low-
speed axial rotating machinery: fan of air conditioning units,
large wind turbine, and submarine propellers (Moreau and Roger,
2009; Gorji et al., 2018, 2019). Moreover, such dominance is more
expected for recently developed Pump-jet propellers (Malgoezar
et al., 2019). Among various mechanisms contributing to the gen-
eration of broadband noise sources, the trailing edge noise due to
the scattering of pressure fluctuations caused by turbulence
vorticity in the boundary layers at the trailing edge of the blades is
the main focus in terms of self-noise representing minimum base
noise that the blades radiate. Furthermore, the trailing-edge noise
dominates near 1 kHz frequency for marine propellers (Parchen,
2000).

Primary analytical models to predict flow-induced trailing edge
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noise of the lifting-bodies in motion are developed byWilliams and
Hall (1970). Amiet (1976) and Howe (1978) developed semi-
empirical methods based on acoustic analogies in frequency
domain using half-plane Green’s function for airfoils. Thereafter,
Casper and Farassat (2004) proposed a time-domain formulation of
Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings (FWeH) acoustic analogy equation,
which incorporates Amiet’s theory. However, for modeling of wall
pressure statistics to represent turbulent fluctuations in the
boundary layer, additional experimental data were utilized for
variables in Amiet’s model; this limitation remains an open issue in
the case of Amiet’s model (Tian and Cott�e, 2016).

The variable required in Amiet’s model is the evaluation of
turbulence fluctuations on the surface pressure. Casper and
Farassat (2004) incorporated the original representation of Amiet
(1976), which utilizes a model by Schlinker and Amiet (1981) for
their formulation; however, it is not accurate. Amiet’s representa-
tion involves empirical span-wise correlation length for power
spectral density of the surface pressure on the airfoils in air.
Therefore, they have replaced with the experiment measurements
to minimize errors that emphasize the concern the application of
the methods for marine environments.

To overcome those limitations, the wall pressure spectrum
models (Corcos, 1964; Chase, 1980; Goody, 2004; Hwang et al.,
2009) are incorporated for the representation of the surface pres-
sure under the turbulent boundary layer. Studies have shown the
feasibility of the models for marine environments (Ciappi et al.,
2009), which implies the possibility to adapt the broadband noise
prediction methods for marine propellers. Furthermore, since the
wall pressure spectrum models are based on commonly available
turbulence characteristic variables such as the thickness of the
boundary layer and the shear stress on the surface, input parame-
ters can be obtained relatively easily and practically from the
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) calculations or experiments
by replacing Amiet’s representations to improve accuracy and
generality.

In this paper, the formulation procedures are developed using
wall pressure spectrum models for practical and general usage to
predict the broadband noise of marine propellers. The developed
methodminimizes unknown variables required in the prediction of
trailing edge noise and improves generality and feasibility of arbi-
trary velocities and fluid mediums. In the following sections, the
base formulation and extended formulation using wall pressure
spectrum models are explained. The developed formulation is
validated by comparing it with the experiment employing different
velocities of NACA0012 airfoils. Thereafter, the procedure for
broadband noise is established by incorporating CFD calculations
with a marine propeller. Overall noise is compared with that from
the experiments conducted at a Large Cavitation Tunnel; they
agreed well, showing usability and robustness of the developed
methods.
2. Theory

2.1. Background theory

Comparison of previous studies on various methods to predict
propeller noise is summarized in Table 1. The present study aims to
overcome limitations of earlier studies by utilizing the wall pres-
sure spectrum models; the models are also validated via
experiments.
2.1.1. Acoustic analogy formulation for trailing edge noise
The acoustic analogy is a method first presented by Lighthill

(1952) to represent acoustic sources from the disturbance in fluid
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fields. Thereafter, Williams and Hawkings (1969) developed an
equation to represent noise sources produced by the body moving
in the arbitrary motion. While the mathematical manipulation to
formulate 1A developed by Farassat and Succi (1982) is most
commonly used for FW-H equations, it is mainly targeted for pe-
riodic (tonal) noise sources of thickness and loading pressures.
Casper and Farassat (2004) developed formulation 1B to emphasize
the effect of the trailing edge of the blade in order to achieve better
prediction of broadband noise. The formulation 1B of the FW-H
equation consists of three terms as follows: surface pressure
gradient term, surface pressure term, and pressure at the trailing
edge term.

4pp0ðx; tÞ¼
ð

f >0

�ðvp=vt� jV jvp=vsÞcosq
c0rð1�MrÞ

�
ret

dS

þ
ð

f >0

�
pcosq

r2ð1�MrÞ
�
ret

dS

�
ð

f¼0

�
Mvpcosq
rð1�MrÞ

�
ret

dl (1)

here, p0ðx; tÞ denote the pressure perturbation at the observer point
xðx1; x2; x3Þ at time t, function f ðx1; x2; tÞ is a geometric function
such that f ¼ 0 is for the surface edge and f >0 is for the interior of
the surface, and pðy; t)is unsteady surface pressure at the source
time t at source coordinate yðy1; y2Þ that radiates to the observer
along r ¼ x� y, where r denotes vector between the source and the
observer, while r denotes its magnitude. V is the velocity vector
along plane x3 ¼ 0, v is local velocity vector of the edge within the
surface plane, Mr and Mv are the Mach numbers in the direction of
v and r. vp=vs is the pressure gradient in the direction of V which is
in relationship the derivative of the pressure in reference to the
medium at rest _p as _p ¼ vp=vt� jV jðvp =vsÞwhich can be calculated
at each numerical grid centers using the difference between
neighboring grids of the surface. For stationary foils, considering its

linearmotion, the direction of a vectorV ¼ ½�U;0;0�T is considered.
For propeller blades, the directions tangential to the vectors to the
rotating axis projected on the surface is considered. Also, the
subscript ‘ret’ denotes evaluation at retarded time t ¼ t� r=c0,
where c0 is the sound speed.

Unlike formulation 1A which calculates the FW-H equation
uniformly on the body surface, Eq. (1) calculates with pressure at
the edge of the body surface with the line integral term to distin-
guish trailing edge noise source. In the equation, unknown variable
pðy; tÞ is obtained using thin airfoil theory (Amiet, 1976), which
describes the unsteady surface pressure past the trailing edge of a
thin lifting-bodies.
2.1.2. Surface pressure using airfoil theory
The surface pressure representation is adopted from the thin

airfoil theory, which is based on the rectangular flat plate on plane

x3 ¼ 0 in uniform linear motion V ¼ ½�U;0;0�T, where U is the
constant subsonic speed as shown in Fig. 1. The surface of the
rectangular plate is defined as function f with boundary of
�C � x1 � 0 and �b � x2 � b having the trailing edge at x1 ¼ 0.
Here, C is a chord length and b is half of span length. The pressure
jump DPðx1; x2; tÞ responding to the lifting bodies due to passing
pressure disturbance over its trailing edge can be formulated based
on the frozen stationary moving disturbance of turbulence at x1 �
Uct as follows along with its pair associated with a wave number
pair, (k1; k2Þ which are chord-wise and span-wise wave numbers,
respectively.where k ¼ k1ðx1 � UctÞþ k2x2, Uc is the convection



Table 1
Comparison of time domain propeller noise prediction methods and limitations between the present study and extant studies.

Study Methods Limitations Target object Acoustics experiment
validations

Turbulence
Model

Wall pressure
spectrum model

Noise
prediction

Computational
costa

Hull-
Appendages

effect

Propeller
broadband noise

Seol et al. (2005) Potential e FW-H 1A 100 e X Propeller e

Barbarino and Casalino
(2012)

Potential Rozenberg FW-H 1A 100 e O Propeller Air

Ianniello et al. (2013) RANS e FW-H 1A 103 X X Propeller e

Ianniello and De
Bernardis (2015)

DES e FW-H 1Ab 106:7 △b △b Propeller e

Wasala et al. (2015) LES e FW-H 1A 1010:8 X △c Propeller Air
€Ozden et al. (2016) RANS e FW-H 1A 103:5 O X Hull þ Propeller e

Choi et al. (2019) RANS e FW-H 1A 103:5 O X Hull þ Propeller Water

This study* (2020) RANS Chase þ Amiet FW-H 1B 104 O O Hull þ Propeller Water

RANS: Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes; DES: Detached Eddy Simulation; LES: Large Eddy Simulation.
a Computational cost estimation referenced from Spalart (2000).
b Ianiello& Bernardis used porous surface integration of FW-H 1A formulations similar to Choi et al. (2016) whichmay include broadband noise and influence of appendages

as an effect but yet trivial in configurations of the surface within the field.
c It is known that with the field resolved by LES methods shows cut-off in accuracy at high frequency (Klabes et al., 2017) and FW-H 1A should expand to FW-H Q1A (Choi

et al., 2017) for broadband noise.

Fig. 1. Schematics of coordinate systems for Airfoil theory and FW-H Formulation 1B.

DPðx1; x2; tÞ ¼ 2P0gðx1; k1; k2Þe�ik

DPðk1; k2; x1; x2; tÞ ¼ 2~Pðk1; k2Þgðx1; k1; k2Þe�ik (2)
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speed of the turbulent disturbance approximated as Uc ¼ 0:8U,
and P0 and ~Pðk1; k2Þ are the amplitudes of pressure disturbance and
its pair, respectively. The final representation of unsteady surface
pressure pðy; tÞ can be assumed to be real value of � DPðy1;tÞ. Also,
as it was argued by Amiet (1975), only the zero span-wise wave-
number is sufficient to simplify the equation with x2 ¼ k2 ¼ 0 and
with k1 ¼ kc ¼ u=Uc, which kc is the stream-wise convective wave
number.

DPðk1;0; x1;0; tÞ¼2~Pðkc;0Þgðx1; kc;0Þe�ikcðx1�UctÞ (3)

The transfer function gðx1; kc;0Þ is as follows (Schlinker and
Amiet, 1981):

gðx1; kc;0Þ¼ eεkcx1 �1þ ð1þ iÞE*½ � x1ðkc þmð1þMÞÞ� (4)

here, m ¼ Mu=b2U, b ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1�M2

p
, M ¼ U=C0, ε is the positive
77
parameter to account for the exponential convergence factor of
turbulent eddies contacting trailing edge, and the function
E*≡CðxÞ� iSðxÞ, where CðxÞ and SðxÞ are Fresnel cosine and sine
integrals.

SðxÞ¼
ðx
0

sin
�
pt2

.
2
�
dt; CðxÞ¼

ðx
0

cos
�
pt2

.
2
�
dt

In this paper, ε is set to 1.5 for practical sense (Casper and
Farassat, 2004). By summation of all Fourier components in Eq.
(2), DPðx1; x2; tÞ for observer in the plane x2 ¼ 0 (DP is constant in
�b � y2 � b for a fixed y1) can be obtained as follows:

DPðx1; tÞ ¼2p
ð∞

�∞

~Pðkc;0ÞGe�ikcðx1�UctÞdkc (5)

where G ¼ gðx1;kc;0Þ.
By numerically approximating Eq. (5) with a truncated series,

the unsteady surface pressure jump can be represented as follows:

DPðx1; tÞz2p
XN
n¼�N

An ei4ng
�
x1; kc;n;0

�
e�ikc;nðx1�UctÞ;

An ¼ 	FPP
�
kc;n;0

�
Dkc


1=2
; Dkc ¼ kc;N

.
N;

kc;n ¼ nDkc; n ¼ 0; ±1; ±2; …; ±N

(6)

where FPPðk1; k2Þ is the two-component power spectral density
(PSD) of the pressure on the surface, and the phase angles 4n are
independent random variables uniformly distributed on ½0;2p�.

The final representation of the unsteady broadband pressure on
the surface of the airfoil is given as Eq. (7) using symmetricity of
algebraic manipulations. The unknown variable for Eq. (7) is FPPðkc;
0Þ.



Fig. 2. Wavenumber-frequency spectrums of wall pressure spectrum with various
semi-empirical models (38.6 m/s case of Brooks and Hodgson (1981) at ud*=U ¼ 10).

Fðk;uÞ¼ r2u2u3t

U3
cFðuÞ

h
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CMk21þCT

kj2 K
2þþðbdÞ�2kj2þðbdÞ�2

!
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K2
þ ¼ ðu� Uck1Þ2
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�
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�
h
a2 þ m2

�
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�i3=2
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�
1þ m2

��
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�
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.
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DPðy1; tÞ ¼ �4p
XN

n ¼ 1AnGn;

An ¼ �FPP
�
kc;n;0

�
Dkc

�1=2
;

Gn ¼ Bncos
�
kc;nðy1 � UctÞ þ 4n

� þ Dnsin
�
kc;nðy1 � UctÞ þ 4n

�
;

Bn ¼ eεkcx1 � 1þ CðxnÞ þ SðxnÞ;
Dn ¼ CðxnÞ � SðxnÞ; xn ¼ �y1

�
kc;n þ mnð1þMÞ�

mn ¼ Muc;n

.
b2U

(7)

To evaluate the two-component PSD of the surface pressure, the
representation of Schlinker and Amiet (1981) can be incorporated
which requires span-wise surface pressure correlation function
Sqqðu;Dx2Þ as follows:

FPPðkc;0Þ¼
Uc

p
l2ðuÞSqqðu;0Þ (8)

where l2 is the span-wise correlation length.

2.2. Modeling of surface pressure using wall pressure spectrum
models

In the original research of Schlinker and Amiet, they used
empirical approximating formulations for span-wise correlation
length l2 and surface pressure correlation Sqqðu;0Þ derived using
flat plate theoretical analysis with the measurements of Corcos
(1964) and Willmarth and Roos (1965), as in Eq. (9).

Sqqðu;0Þzq20d
*

U
2� 10�5

1þ ~uþ 0:217~u2 þ 0:00562~u4;

l2z
2:1Uc

u

(9)

here, q0 ¼ rU2=2, r is the fluid density, d* is the trailing edge

displacement thickness, and ~u ¼ ud*=U.
However, the final prediction results based on Eq. (9) did not

match with the experiments; hence, Casper and Farassat (2004)
used experimental narrowband frequency measurements of
Sqqðu;0Þ by Yu and Joshi (1979) instead. Therefore, to obtain the
correct prediction results, experimental measurements of the sur-
face pressure correlation function are required. To refrain from
obtaining required unknown variables from the experiments and to
obtain robust representation for arbitrary velocities and fluid me-
diums, the incorporation of wall pressure spectrum models is
considered.

The wall pressure spectrum model is a method to represent
complex fluid behavior underneath the turbulent boundary layer
near the surface causing hydrodynamic forces. There are various
models to represent such pressure disturbances mathematically
(Hwang et al., 2009; Liu and Dowling, 2007): Corcos, Efimotsov,
Smol’yakov, and Tkachenko, and Chase. Among the various semi-
empirical models, the calculation results using the spectrum
model of Chase (1987) is applied. The model is well known for its
good representations of convection peak and the low-frequency
regions with input variables of displacement thickness and fric-
tion velocity (wall shear stress) of the turbulent boundary layer, as
shown in Fig. 2. The spectrum model of Chase is as follows:where
ut denotes the friction velocity, and d is the boundary layer
thickness.

Using various wavenumber-frequency wall pressure spectrum
models, two-component pressure spectrum density of stream-wise
convective wavenumber is estimated as in Fig. 3 for NACA0012 at
78
38.6 m/s flow speed, as in the case of Brooks and Hodgson (1981).
Moreover, the results are compared with the estimation based on
surface pressure correlation Sqqðu;0Þ of Schlinker and Amiet (1981)
and Casper and Farassat (2004), using Eq. (8). The estimated
spectrum of various wall pressure spectrum models shows
different results, whereas the latest model by Chase resembles the
results based on the experiment qualitatively. Therefore, Eq. (12) is
developed to calibrate the Chase model acting as span-wise cor-
relation function to obtain pressure spectrum density of stream-
wise convective wavenumber based on Corcos-type wavenumber-
frequency spectrum representations. The general expression for the
Corcos wavenumber-frequency spectrum can be represented as

Fpp;Corcosðk1; k2;uÞ ¼ FppðuÞðUc=uÞ2FCorcosð ~k1; ~k2Þ where the func-
tion FCorcos is a wavenumber distribution function with non-

dimensional wavenumber ~ki ¼ kiUc=u. Here, the function FCorcos
which decides the amplitudes of the spectrum give its maximum
value at ðk1; k2Þ ¼ ðkc;0Þ may be considered as a constant. As the



Fig. 3. Two-component pressure spectrum density of the surface pressure on
NACA0012 airfoil estimated with various methods (38.6 m/s case of Brooks and
Hodgson (1981)).
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peak value of the spectrum is in inversely correlated with the

boundary layer thickness (FCorcos � d�1), the distribution function is
replaced with additional interpolating constants coefficients a and
b.

Fðkc;0Þ
�

u ¼ Fðkc;0;uÞ ¼ FðuÞ
2

�
ud

aUc

��b

ða; bÞ ¼ ð0:8; 1:4Þ
(12)

here, d denotes the boundary layer thickness, and a and b are the
coefficients that represents slope of convection peak of
wavenumber-frequency spectrum in span-wise k2 direction. The
first coefficient a affects uniformmagnitude of the spectrum, while
the second coefficient b changes the frequency characteristics as
shown in Fig. 4.

The pressure spectrum density of the surface pressure calcu-
lated using the Chase model (Eq. (11)) with Eq. (12) is shown in
Fig. 3. It follows well the airfoil experiments at low frequency range
Fig. 4. Parameter study of constant coefficients for estimation of the surface pressure
on NACA0012 airfoil (38.6 m/s case of Brooks and Hodgson (1981)).
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and become aligned with the plate theory as frequency increases.
Using the developed equation, the resorting unknown variables can
be minimized into input variables of chase model, and the surface
pressure on the lifting body can be obtained without further
narrow-band experimental measurements for correlation functions
or correlation lengths, which are particularly difficult for under-
water environments. The coefficient may vary with base spectrum
models; nevertheless, suggested values well-predicted experi-
ments of Brooks and Hodgson (1981) in air for different velocities
presented at next section. Note that the predictions of trailing edge
noise can be performed very practically using presented methods
from previously calculated results such as the results of steady-
state CFD calculations by extracting the required input variables:
the boundary layer thickness and shear stress.
2.3. Validation with airfoil experiments

Validation of the developed methods is performed with exper-
imental results of Brooks and Hodgson (1981). Noise produced by a
NACA0012 airfoil between two plates at zero angle of attack in an
open jet wind tunnel is measured. The chord and span length of the
airfoil was C ¼ 0:6096 m and 2b ¼ 0:46 m, respectively. The tunnel
speeds of 38.6 m/s and 69.5 m/s is predicted for validation, which
corresponds to 1.57 million and 2.83 million chord-based Reynolds
numbers, respectively. Boundary layer tripping was applied to
ensure span-wise uniform transition and fully developed turbulent
boundary layer at the trailing edge. The microphone was placed in
the plane perpendicular to the airfoil mid-span at a distance of
1.22 m above the trailing edge.

Input variables required for the wall pressure spectrummodel is
obtained from the experimental results of Schlinker and Amiet
(1981). The boundary layer thickness d for the prediction of
broadband noise is adopted from the experimental ratio compared
to chord length d=C, which was reported as 0.1666 for U ¼ 69:5 m/s
and 0.0187 for U ¼ 38:6 m/s. Additionally, the ratio between the
displacement thickness and boundary layer thickness was assumed
as 1=8. For friction velocity (wall shear stress), 2.02685 for U ¼ 69:5
m/s and 1.1623 for U ¼ 38:6 were used according to the measure-
ments (Brooks and Hodgson, 1981). For time domain predictions
using the developed method, each calculation is performed for at
least one period of the lowest frequency. To obtain sufficient res-
olution of at least 10 points per wavelength, surface grids for
formulation 1B are chosen similar to that of Casper and Farassat
(2004) having 500� 100 for span-wise and chordwise, respec-
tively. Furthermore, it was designed to cluster near the trailing
edge, as shown in Fig. 5.

Predicted time signal of pressure is analyzed using Fourier
transform and the narrowband sound pressure level (SPL) spec-
trum is calculated using reference pressure 20 mPa as shown in
Fig. 5. Computational grids for trailing edge noise predictions.



Fig. 6. Comparisons of predicted noise spectrums with experiments of various
methods at different velocities (Solid: 69.5 m/s; Dashed: 38.6 m/s; Red: experiments
from Brooks and Hodgson (1981); Gray: using Eq. (9); Black: using airfoil data of
Casper and Farassat (2004); Blue: this study).
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Fig. 6. The experiment data are obtained by digitizing the data of
Brooks and Hodgson (1981). The results of plate theory Sqq is ob-
tained using Eq. (9), which indicates large difference with the ex-
periments. As it was claimed by Casper and Farassat (2004), the
results using the air experiment data of Sqq well matched the ex-
periments. The results predicted with the developed methods us-
ing the wall pressure spectrum model, with combinations of Eqs.
(11) and (12), agrees well with the experimental results at both
velocities.

Although usage of the airfoil experimental data Sqq significantly
improved the prediction compared with the results based on the
plate theory, such improvement requires fine measurements
through experiment, which is restrictive especially for underwater
environments. The argument was also the conclusion by Schlinker
and Amiet (1981). Conversely, while the results predicted based on
wall pressure spectrum agrees well with the experiments, it does
not require such experimental data of Sqq. Moreover, the developed
methods can be used for more wide range of velocities and for
hydrofoils moving in water if only common turbulence character-
istic parameters (boundary layer thickness and wall shear stress)
are obtained. Note that models such as Rozenberg et al. (2012) or
Lee (2018)may increase the accuracy at the various angle of attacks.
However, whether the commonly available CFD results meet re-
quirements of the input data for those models are much
ambiguous.
3. Broadband noise predictions of marine propellers

A propeller was designed by the Korea Research Institute of
Fig. 7. A propeller designed by KRISO for measurement of broadband noise with hub
appendage to reduce hub cavitation.
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Ships & Ocean Engineering (KRISO) resembling actual submarine
propellers with 7 blades and high skew for validations of broad-
band noise, as shown in Fig. 7. It was attached to the DARPA Suboff
AFF-8 (Fig. 8), which is designed for research purpose with nu-
merical and experimental results available for validations. Di-
mensions of the submarine model and the propeller are listed in
Table 2 (Groves et al., 1989).

Acoustic experiments were performed using the Large Cavita-
tion Tunnel (LCT) at KRISO. The dimension of the facility is 60 m in
total length, 22.5 m in total height with observation section of 12.5
in length and 2.8m inwidth, and 1.8m in height, respectively. It can
incorporate the maximum flow velocity up to 16.5 m/s and the
internal pressure from 0.1 to 3.5 atm. The model test conditions are
presented in Table 3, and the set-up is shown in Fig. 9. The image of
propeller captured during the experiments using high speed cam-
era did not show cavitation as demonstrated in Fig. 10. The noise is
measured with an impedance-matched flush-type hydrophone
installed 1 m below the center of propeller on rotation plane. The
sampling frequency was 256 kHz and analyzed up to 100 kHz (Seol
and Kim, 2018). Moreover, background noise was measured
without the propeller only with submarine hull in place.

Time domain predictions of broadband noise for marine pro-
peller are performed using previously validated procedures with
additional preceding steps for CFD calculations and turbulent
boundary layer information extractions, as shown in schematic
diagram (Fig. 11).
3.1. CFD calculations for flow fields

CFD calculations are performed using STAR-CCMþ, and the
calculation domain included DARPA Suboff AFF-8 and LCT, where
the experiments were conducted. The calculation mesh grids were
generated using polyhedrals for the rotation region, and trimmer
mesh generation methods were used for other regions constituting
8.7 million cells in total, as shown in Fig. 12. The grids in the vicinity
of the propeller surface is generated using the prism layers of STAR-
CCM þ to consists 12 layers with 0.0025 m thickness. The resulting
Yþ value are shown in Fig. 13 showing mean values at under
Yþ ¼ 2. Compared with various settings of prism layers, that may
change the velocity profile resolution on the surface, have little
effect concerning boundary layer thickness which is located further
away from the prism layers. The current configurations are set to
preserve accuracy and to provide reliable turbulence parameters to
the wall pressure spectrum model with adequate computational
costs.

Incompressible flow is calculated for RANS (Reynolds Averaged
Navier Stokes) equation with RSM (Reynolds Stress Model) turbu-
lence model. RSM model is known for better accuracy for local
turbulent flows and forces compared with commonly used two
equations turbulence models and was shown in the case of DARPA
Suboff and E1619 simulations by Byeon et al. (2018); Park et al.
(2019) validated with the experiments (Groves et al., 1989). Sec-
ond order accuracy schemes were used for time and space
Fig. 8. A DARPA Suboff AFF-8 hull with appendages.



Table 2
Dimensions of DARPA Suboff and a marine propeller.

Item Dimension

Length of overall Loa 4.356 m
Length between perpendiculars Lpp 4.261 m
Maximum hull radius Rmax 0.264 m
Propeller diameter PD 0.293 m
Number of blades NB 7

Table 3
Conditions for DARPA Suboff and a propeller.

Item Values

Flow speed U∞ 6.0 m/s
Pressure of Tunnel p∞ 222.7 kPa
Propeller rotation speed U 21.77 rps
Cavitation number s 10.93

Fig. 9. Test set-up of DARPA Suboff submarine in LCT.

Fig. 10. Propeller at non-cavitation conditions.

Fig. 11. Schematic diagram of broadband noise predictions.

Fig. 12. Computational grids of CFD calculations (Fluid region: 4.7 million cells,
Rotating region: 4.0 million cells, Total: 8.7 million cells).
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discretizations. First, initial flow field was calculated using Moving
Reference Frame (MRF) method until steady-state convergence.
Thereafter, sliding mesh calculation is performed for unsteady
calculations with the time-step corresponding to 0.5 degree of the
propeller rotations. The sliding mesh calculation converges to
exhibit stable torque and thrust.

The resistance on hull surface and average velocity at x= Lpp ¼
81
0:978 of numerical and experimental results are shown in Fig. 14
and Table 4. Self-propulsion simulation results using thrust-
identity method compared with the results of experiment at 6 m/
s ambient flow speed also indicated good agreements (Table 5). The
pressure distribution on the surface of a propeller is shown in
Fig. 15.



Fig. 13. Yþ values on the surface (suction and pressure sides) of a propeller blade at
various span locations.

Fig. 14. Average velocity on the propeller plane normalized by propeller radius and
free flow velocity.

Table 4
Comparisons of hull resistance and resistance coefficients at various velocities (the
CFD results from steady-state solutions without propellers).

U0
ðm =sÞ

Experiment (LCT) Numerical (CFD) %D

RT ðNÞ CT � 103 RT ðNÞ CT � 103

6 449.0 3.931 466.4 4.083 3.87
8 771.7 3.806 791.0 3.901 2.50
10 1176.9 3.715 1195.4 3.773 1.58
12 1664.6 3.651 1671.0 3.665 0.38

Table 5
Numerical and experimental results of self-propulsion (the CFD results from tran-
sient solution of sliding mesh simulation).

V (m/s) U (rps) KT sn;center

Experiment 6 21.77 0.153 10.93
CFD 6 21.83 0.153 10.93

Fig. 15. Pressure distribution on the propeller surface (Left: Pressure side, Right:
Suction side).
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3.2. Boundary layer information extractions

To estimate wall pressure spectrums, turbulence parameters of
the turbulent boundary layer on the surface are required. The Chase
model requires turbulent boundary layer thickness and wall shear
stress (i.e., friction velocity) as inputs. Thewall shear stress could be
calculated by common post-processors, and the turbulent bound-
ary layer thickness was made available using in-house post-
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processing program coded with Python library of Tecplot (pytec-
plot). The programwas first developed by validating ideal boundary
layer simulations and comparedwith Blasius boundary layer theory
based on the definition of boundary layer as wall distance where
the flow velocity reach 99% of outer flow velocity. However, in
application to propeller case, the complex flow on the surface of the
blades required better definitions of boundary layer thickness.

Sanjos�e and Moreau (2018) proposed a method based on the
total pressure to estimate boundary layer thickness assuming that
the energy loss due to wall affects the pressure gradients up to the
inflection points, for integration according to the definition of
displacement thickness. The outer flow velocity, which may be
difficult to define for rotational and complex flows on the surface of
the rotating blades, is not necessary to be known to apply the
method. Algorithm 1 is designed to reduce computational cost with
multiple safety nets to define value without divergence. The first
search for f ðdÞ ¼ 0 with Brent’s fast computation methods and with
Newton-Raphson methods if the previous method fails. Also, if the
first search fails, search for f∨0ðdÞ ¼ 0 is performed in the same
manner.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm procedures for boundary layer thickness
estimation.where, h is wall distance normal to the surface and Pt is
the total pressure Pt ¼ Pstatic þ Pdynamic ¼ Pþ rU2=2. For verifica-
tion of the boundary layer thickness estimation module with above
algorithm, the results of the OpenFOAMWiki (0000) Benchmark
case for a flat plate is exploited. The benchmark case provides the
square computational mesh grids with boundary conditions: 0.2 m/
s flow velocity at front and top, zero pressure at back, bottom with
zero velocity wall including symmetry at apt of the wall. Results at
Fig. 16 shows good agreement with the Blasius theory.

Estimated boundary layer thickness for strips on the pressure
side of a blade is shown in Fig. 17. Estimated boundary layer first
peaks at the apt of the leading edge near hub due to the ingested
turbulence from the upstream blade and near trailing edge owing
to the boundary layer developments. It can be observed that the
relatively high thickness is shown near the tip of the blade as the
skewness of the blades extends the radial travel distance.

3.3. Broadband noise calculations using wall pressure spectrum
models

With the turbulence parameters extracted and estimated from
the CFD results, wall pressure spectrum can be estimated using
combinations of Eqs. (11) and (12). Then, surface pressure on the
blade and radiated broadband noise can be calculated. Each blade
was divided into 5 strip bands, and 60 by 20 acoustic calculation
grids is utilized chord-wise and span-wise, respectively, for each
strips considering convergence and calculation costs, as shown in
Figs. 19 and 18, representing a single blade calculations.



Fig. 16. Boundary layer thickness estimated from the data of OpenFOAMWiki (0000)
Benchmark case results compared with the Blasius theory(Hinze, 1975).

Fig. 17. Estimated boundary layer thickness of a blade with strips.

Fig. 18. OASPL of the broadband noise with different number of strips with various
acoustic grids for a single blade (3 strips case ¼ 114 dB).

Fig. 19. Broadband noise of a single blade with different acoustic grids per strips (total
5 span-wise strips).

Fig. 20. Strip-wise contribution to total OASPL of the broadband noise (30 strips from
hub to tip).

Fig. 21. Time domain signal of noise propeller with estimated boundary layer thick-
ness from CFD calculations.
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The predictions for full blades of a propeller using estimated
boundary layer thickness from CFD calculations are shown in
Fig. 21. The strip-wise OASPL noise is shown in Fig. 20 with 30 strips
example. The results show that the tip contributes the most on
overall noise while the section right after the region effected by the
hub disturbance also contribute relative to the other regions. The
numerically predicted results are compared with the experimen-
tally measured noise in Fig. 22. The measurement data were ac-
quired using the plug-type hydrophone, which can measure
radiated data without impedance difference excluding the effect of
machineries installed in the hull model (Seol and Kim, 2018).
Cavitation number was set to eliminate cavitation on the blade as
shown in Table 3, and hub cavitation is reduced using appendages
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as shown in Fig. 7. Comparisons with the experiment data corrected
using background noise SPLcorrected ¼ 20log10ð10SPLmeasured=20

�10SPLbackground=20Þ is shown in Fig. 23.
The results using spanwise correlation function of airfoil

experiment, which was applicable for airfoil case, reveals lack of
accuracy for marine propeller case by displaying significant dif-
ference. However, the results using wall pressure spectrum model
developed in this study shows good agreement with the experi-
mental results after 1 kHz. The frequency of the maximum sound
pressure level is between 1 kHz and 2 kHz and aligned with
experimental measurements. The numerical results obtained using



Fig. 22. Comparisons of results with the experimental measurements using 5 strips, 60
and 20 acoustic grids for each strips (Red: Experiment at LCT; Yellow: Background
noise; Black: using airfoil data of Casper and Farassat (2004); Blue: this study).

Fig. 23. Comparisons of results with the experiment measurements corrected by
background noise (Red: Experiment at LCT; Black: using airfoil data of Casper and
Farassat (2004); Blue: this study).
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developed methods revealed known characteristics of marine
propeller noise mentioned by Kinns et al. (2015). They reported
that the broadband noise of marine propeller dominates overall
noise from approximately 1 kHz; thereafter, it shows frequency
hump well above background noise.

Moreover, since the trailing edge noise is known to increase
with its the frequency of maximum shifting to higher frequencies
as velocity increases, the importance of broadband noise in domi-
nance of overall noise increases as the rotation speed is increased at
higher ship speeds. For the case of submarines in deep sea, the high
ambient pressure will suppress the cavitation to make the broad-
band noise to be the dominant noise at 1 kHz and higher fre-
quencies. This is because the cavitation noise is proportional to 5th

order of velocity, and the maximum peak moves toward lower
frequency as the velocity increases, whereas the trailing edge noise
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is proportional to 6th order, and the maximum peak moves toward
high frequency (Parchen, 2000). This indicates that the broadband
noise of marine propeller can be considered as a minimum base for
assessment of acoustic stealth performance.

4. Conclusion

For broadband noise predictions of marine propellers, new
formulation procedure is developed to utilize wall pressure spec-
trum models for Casper and Farassat’s time domain broadband
trailing edge noise prediction methods. Since the original methods
require experimentally measured surface pressure correlation sta-
tistics, it lacked generality because such measurements may be
restrictive and inapplicable for out ranged velocities and medium
changes.

To overcome those limitations, a combination of equations is
developed to utilize wall pressure spectrum models in the formu-
lation procedures. The equation adopted from Corcos-type wave-
number-frequency spectrum representations using two
coefficients and commonly used Chase’s single-frequency spec-
trum model is used to reproduce resembling pressure statistics of
the experiments.

The developed methods are validated with the experimental
case of the NACA0012 in air at different velocities. The results
agreed well with the results of the previous methods and thus
showed robustness and usability of the developed methods. The
utilization of the wall pressure spectrum models in the procedures
incorporates the advantages to expand applicable velocity range
and applicability of different fluid mediums. The methods improve
generality and feasibility by employing more commonly available
turbulence characteristics (boundary layer thickness and wall shear
stress) as inputs. Moreover, since the methods assume commonly
available turbulence characteristics, it may be applied to precedent
calculated results of CFD results by extracting the parameters
required.

Subsequently, the newly developed methods have been
extended to the case of a marine propeller attached to DARPA
Suboff submarine hull. Estimation of the boundary layer thickness
for complex flows on the surface of blades were calculated based on
the total pressure inflection points as a range for integration of
displacement thickness. The predicted broadband noise showed
good agreement with the experimental measurements conducted
at Large Cavitation Tunnel and showed reasonable characteristics
compared to that of existing literature, thus showing dominance in
overall noise in frequency near 1 kHz and above. Dominance of the
broadband noise as a minimum base for assessment of acoustic
stealth performance is shown numerically. Moreover, the results
indicate the importance of broadband noise for higher velocities
and submarine propellers in deep sea.

In further studies, designs and experiments for quantitative
validation of broadband noise prediction methods with different
skews and velocities should be conducted. Although currently
there are no adequate facilities having sufficiently low background
noise to measure the broadband noise of the propellers in all the
frequency ranges, methods to capture the noise in certain fre-
quency range should be adopted.
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